
Nerdart #1
a group exhibition with sound and visuals from 5. to 16.03.2010

1/2 (Vernissage + Finissage)
-> 12.03.2010 8:08 pm with aftermars & breitband

-> 14.03.2010 3:03 pm with k.l.a.u.s. & coffe & cake 

Aaston Brooks, Christiane Bischoff, Eno Thierbach, Olaf Giesbrecht and Sebastien Brault.

Galerie ZeitZone - Adalbertstrasse 79 - www.galerie-zeitzone.de

Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 7 pm and by appointment - www.nerdart.org



NERDART
1Nerd is a term often bearing a derogatory connotation or stereotype, that refers to a person who 
passionately pursues intellectual activities, esoteric knowledge, or other obscure interests that are age-
inappropriate rather than engaging in more social or popular activities. Therefore, a nerd is often ex-
cluded from physical activity and considered a loner by peers, or will tend to associate with like-minded
people. (wikipedia)

2 In the imagination of the fake nerd, the nerd is attractive because he is unaffected, untrendy to the point
of primitivism, a kind of inert noble savage. Going through life making the exertion of affecting noble sa-
vagery makes you feel even less a noble savage than you did before. (Benjamin Nugent, The cool nerd)

3 The word geek is a slang term, noting individuals as "a peculiar or otherwise odd person, especially
one who is perceived to be overly obsessed with one or more things including those of intellectuality,
electronics, etc." Formerly, the term referred to a carnival performer often billed as a wild man whose
act usually includes biting the head off a live chicken, bat, snake or bugs. (wikipedia)

4 A person knowing about the own individuality and about humans not being as individual they think.
They are fascinated by the uncool coolness of nerds. They are fallen in love with the unbelievable and
indescribable worlds of nerdiness. Accepting being different and finding others to share.

5 - 16032010 @ Galerie ZeitZone - Adalbertstrasse 79 - Berlin - Kreuzberg

Thursday, Friday and Saturday from 7 pm and by appointment

galerie-zeitzone.de I nerdart.org

nerds1, faux nerds2, geeks3, nerd lovers4,

same place, same day, music, photographs, prints, drawings, drinks, having fun.


